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innmmim 

Kernels were first discussed *07 G, Caratbeodory. His ideas 

wore later extended by X»* Biebcrbach and 0, I&fving, Beceafcly, 

the latest contribution has been by L. Volko’/yekil# 2bo idea of 

0 kernel fc&s been used to apply to both sequences of pXaso.-.^-^x 

domino* {%n& sequences of Biesann sttrfecesij*'^*}, J 

la each case the effort has been to define gsoaotricaHy a 

limiting plane domain % of \D/*v|)
e’° or a limiting Rlesann sur- 

S&CQ^\JQ^’\ that corresponds to the limiting function 

\ of the dequeue© of functions where-the functions 

map either a sequence of piano domineer a sequence of 

Etemnn surfaces onto either IM; or (fi1-*!** respectively, 

this thesis contains a ecjasMer&tlon of some of the geo¬ 

metrical aspects of-the'Idea of convergence m well as a more 

careful and detailed treatment of the basic results* la 

Chapter II, where only sequences of domains in the 7-plane «x'o 

considered, there is & discussion of how the connectivity of 

the Icornel is related to the connectivity of the domino end 

also a more detailed proof of Caratheodory*© theorem on napping 

sequences of piano domains, la Chapter 111, where only 

sequences of unbranched surfaces over the W-ploao are coa* 

Glderod, there is a proof of a theorem on tbs napping of 

sequences of tmbranched ttieaann surfaces analogous to the 
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corresponding tbeorea in Ghapter 12, ffe© difficulties involved 

in considering 'branched Eiesann surfaces presents no grout 

obstacle* She ides is that the case of branched B&mn&n ear- 

faces can be treated by ©ease of the results for uabruacfasd 

Hioaajm surfaces, ffee tera» subunifora convergence is used in, 

regard to a sequence of functions IM7 where each $ Is 

defined, on a doaaia j) and the sequence \M7 converges 

uniformly on any ooapsot subset of J) •* In Oksptor in it is 

convenient to define the term vertical hoasesrorphlsig for two 

sets Mi sad tA v over tbs w -plane that ©re hoseomorphie 

under a sap that loaves W invarlento Q' 

l% sight bo well to note in particular that $>' Is uued 

to soaa the ooaplesont of the set S and that C(-*t> j do 

used to aesn the open disk of radius /Vestal- center at- • 

Otherwise* more or less standard symbols te.vo baon used 

throughout this thesis, ■ 

the- author take® this occasion to acknowledge the helpful 

guidance at Prof, 0, 8, if&cl&ao in the supervision of this 

thesis. 
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2.X Beflnitlon* Existence* and Convergence 

Let be & sequence of domino la the finite 

l- plans such that the point ^ = o belongs to D«K for all 

/y\ . Henceforth VMT will neon each a conuonc© of domains. 

Definition 2.1*1 

She kernel* of the sequence IM: with respect to 

the point 2?-o is defined as follows; 

A. If there does not exist a positive number /° such that 

\%\ *■(> ic contained in all » thon K consists of 

the single point * = o 0 

B, If there does exist a positive number /<* such that 1*1 

in contained la oil D«*v » then K is the maximal domain 

such that; 

1. fho point *so belongs to S * 

2. For any compact oet F contained in K there exists a 

fixed integer 'll* dependent only on F such that F is 

contained in t>^*\ for all </n . 

fha fact that & kernel exists and is unique Is given by the 

following theorem, 

theorem 2.1.2 

There exists & unique kernel X of a sequence of domains 1047. 

3 
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Proofs 

She existence and unicity of ££ in the case (&) is immedi¬ 

ate, therefore, suppose there exists a f>~>o such that 

le contained in all D/>\ , let 2 he the class of ail domains 

•7* such that "X contains ^2r i £-\ } and such that *T 

satisfies (B) (2) of 2.1„1, The class is non-void since 

\ i \2fl -a f } bslo&gS to ^ . I70W let K" - T * Th© 

cefK is open and since each 7" contains ![•&.' j. the 

sot H Is connected. 

Furthermore, the set & belongs to ^ , Bet F be any com¬ 

pact subset of K . Then by the Hoine-Borol theores there 

exists a finite number of sets r * say T, j TX) •• • TA/ that 

cover F . For any point 2r belonging to F take 

a** where TK is the eoiopl&ncnt of 7J( * 

How ^fe) p 0 since F is compact, the sets -r/ are closed 

and since 1 6 ^ T« . Host set S = V$L . Hare also 
K* » * « F 

$ > o for suppose V -0 . Then there exists a sequence of 

points \ ^bere 2 ^ belongs to F such that 4^6 . 

Since F is compact and hence sequentially compact there exists 
a point 3 belonging to F that is a limit point of i»-r • 

hue to tho continuity of the distance -£> . This is 



Since *1^ satisfies (B) (2) of Sdoi there exists & positive 

integer such that FK is contained in DA for all 

/w > , fherefora F is contained in DA for all 

✓n •> '***.% Ifrtd and house % belongs to ^ * 
t*H*N 

fhs set S i® the aaxisal domain belonging to ^ close it 

contains all other dornlna belonging to «? and hence K is the 

unique kernel of the sequence of domains in /* # 

Shll© tbs above proof is aoa»eonctractive a constructive 

proof can ho given as follows 

te,t C*' = C L o } 'I'o* ) bo the largest circle 

such that any snaller circle concentric with is contained 

in from a certain positive integer on# where C (*»■.>/f) 

moans l*-*l , then p *. /fa1' s •« . tot 
a, <D 

S, - . About each point ^ belonging to b, » 

construct the largest circle t% - el., *?) such 

Coo 
. * is contained la 

nil B A from a certain positive integer on, fhen 

2. /vV* — tel .lot i** - 2 C? . In 

general about each rh belonging to S«-i construct the 

largest circle C . « ouch that any smaller 

circle concentric with c*> is contained in all D^n fro~ n 

certain positive integer'os* Is each case 

■>. ‘sUfc't C ^ SU\-i ) where cn/t,_, is the 

coapl&ncnt of Sm., . let S*. “2 C, and 
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S " S S Shsio ^ ^ » 
/Hr I 

'S la a point of S than "? belongs to a cat* C£° , soy 

«ad the Btraight lino Area 3 to t, MOD in. C^ . 

fay the point 2-i lilts the point 3 lies in SOEO say 

C-j whore /^i </n, » Preceding In this fashion it la 

possible in loos than /n, stops to obtain the circles 

A jolt ) 
», , ^-»x , • •» Co each that the polygonal line connecting 

*$, &ij ^x., '"jQ la order lies in thsee circles and hones la S * 

fhao S in an open connected sot and hsae© It is a dosaatn. 

hot % ho any point la F » an arbitrary coapaot sot la 

S . Shea % belongs to some Cl,) * say C^T4^ and hence there 

exists 0030 smaller circle* Cx. concentric with such 
» 6i 

that C lies in for all A\ greater than a positive 

Integer dependent upon C* • ^hos F ID contained in 2 C» , By 
i SeF » 

the Koine-Sorel theoroa there exists a finite set of acts Cz # ' 

cay ^ Ciu ? such that F is covered by 2 C* end C 
<■ >(», *K U 

la contained in for all /w > /yl?.K . '/therefore, F |g con¬ 

tained-in D/»v for /A "> «IAI( ('rta\r4iid hence S satisfies <l) and 
\*Hi N„ H 

(8) <B) of 2.1,1. 

Suppose ft were a liomln satisfying (!) and (3) (3) of 2,1,1 

and containing S properly, there would sxiet <& point ^ belong¬ 

ing to R-l> and a continuous arc P = ^ 2-1 * = } o £• ^ £. 1\ £tt 

ft joining the point ^ = o to 2- rj , hot ^ c< Is. I . 

r/x\ •» WM*S 
Since Ttfti belongs to r\ there exists an £?o such that 



^ |i - ^ Is contained la 0^. from a certain 

integer on. Aim also© «?) is &. front!os* paint of S there 

©slats & point belonging to ^ ' S » 

fims belongs to asm S* favy S/r\jj and CC^ij , rt~^ j 

1© contained la S^+i where /f^'l+l >-^£. Howaver* 

Xist* U*, s') <if . Ifene© S io the msteal dosaln with 

the do Hired property and therefore S = K * 

three very ei*$U maxmplm of a oo^noaoo of these domains 

and their kernel are as follows? 

Sieanplo 1, • 

If D^n. = \"2 •’ 1^1 <^t\\ » than & is the point *-* , 

Bxasipio 2, ’ 

If D'wv ^ *Tj ^ , then E" - , 

Ksgrala 3* 

If D-w la the finite piano lose the positive real axis 

from to t»«° , then K la the finite plane, 

thaerea 2.1,3 
/- ° In the ease (®) of 2*1,1 % 4s the oomooneat of 2 6* 

K»l 
oO 

that contains tb@ point =■© , whore (y ^ •=. *TT J)^ and 
hrK 

G-K 4® the interior of G* . 

proof? , 
00 o 

for convenience let 6 ho the component of *2* Or^ that 
o K*» 

contains the origin, first note that Gr# is non-void elnee 
OO 

j. ^ *« \ ^-f3 \ is contained in If" 0^ * She set G is 
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& doKaia olae® it is a ccspohent of the ooen set £ G* . (C“l 
Stor any ccapact set F contained in G- there eaicto an integer 

0 cO . 
K0 such that F is contained in G since Gv r £ GZ * * K*i K F . /- 6 oO 

la contained in &K. = V D* or P do con- 
**; h-Ko 

failasd in 0*\ for A\> Ke a therefore G- satisfies (X) and (2) (S) 

of s.xa. 

It the point to belongs to K there exists & contid^us arc 

P in K connecting the point 2-=-® to 2r’> to . fhe cursre P 

i« cosset hence % hot 

D = \ t\ At*t . Shan D is coropnct and it is con¬ 

tained in K « therefore* there exists hi =/W (6) such that 

]) Is contained in &/*, “ "W" D«n and P is confined in 

which is contained in D which is contained in G- n, » 

Since I is contained ia *2i (5% and connects the point 2*»* 

to t-=.'8r0 t the point '2* belongs to G* and iwrnno ££ is contained 

in G * fho sot K~Gr since K ia the sascisal domain satisfying 

(1) eM (2) (B) of 2*1.1. 
o 

Ihren though the domains D #&*& connected S <g can be 
K»t 

disconnected for consider the fallowing cxestplej • 

Example 4. 

let A “V*: V2r\ } , & -- **31 < I I j 

: [i1, 0< < B •£•<•$ <20 ^ ^ » and 

0 s V* V 0 < <■* An<l -’% < 

If DJA = A + 13 + ^ &«d Da.^+I ■* * +8 •+ D # 



than Gr K = ' G-R - $ which is dlscoanoetedo 

Figur© 1. 

It sight ho noted her® ttet th® kernel "K., of & sse-t^aone® 

of domino wr is always contained la the component of 

U*SL' D<*.' that contains the point a-^o 6 If the eoint 

belongs to ~K than there exists a contin^uo arc Z1 iu S 

lending from a =o to , ilm Z7 is contained in D-n 

for all • /* -P^CL?) and htmca 2r* io contained in tho com¬ 

ponent of lin\ D** that contains the origin# 
/h -He oo 

An ©sample showing that £. aajr actually he a proper subset 

of the component of 1 »** is as follows* 
—*o© 

Esssrpl© 5* 

.wet 0 /*\ ^ ^ 2 ; \&\ < \ }• — \ £ ; 1*12. •£. *r^-brQ, «h©a 

luw =.\a: la-i<-*} and BMfe* tel <■!}-$*: fcUi, «ya* 
/vi -*oo * 

It can he further noted hero that ) i'm 0^ coed not ho an 
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definition 2.1*4 

A sequence of domains is said to eomarge to its 

kernel £ if, and only if, every subsequence of IM‘ * has the 

sssse kernel £ . Hare it will b® convenient to as® the 

symbol D M -*K. 

fhe sequences of domains in E»§splos <1) * (a) 

(3)» and (5) coavor&e to their respective kernels while in 

}I»eapl0 (4) the domains do not converge to their kernel, 

3.2 Ooimoeilviiy of the Sosalas and the Kernel 

Hers a. contitnSb'will ba understood to be a compact connected 

set containing at least two distinct points. Furthermore, the 

connectivity of a dornii* 0 of the ?-plane being f- will scan 

that if D is considered on the * - sphere its frontier will con¬ 

sist of f- disjoint continue. or isolated polati. Heads if P ic 

aiaply comssetod its frontier on the i-sphero will consist of a 

coating or a.single point, 

fhsorea 2.2.1 

if IM? is a Dequeues of simply connected domino whose 

kernel £ is a do®&l»* then £ ic oimply connected. 

Proofs 

Suppose that £ wore not oimply connected, fhen there would 

exist a Jordan curve# T in £* who8© interior# X would contain 

at least one point not in E . fihe sot X is a compact set in 

and hence <f is contained in D*\ for all ^ , 
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Since the sets are simply connected the set X is contained 

in I)/* for all . Kow i + U isa domain since x 

and R are both open and since X abuttc on 3 and d~ is contained 
oo a 

in 5 . Since I and R are "both contained in (S-K and 

the point % -a belongs to ST then X -+S is contained in 

(5- - "KT \ therefore X is contained in & and hence 5" is 

simply connected. 

Sven though the domains D-*-v are only allowed to be doubly 

connected the kernel may be j>~ ly connected where / & ^ * o° . 

the following three examples will illustrate respectively how the 

kernel can be simply connected, /w-ly connected, and «o-ly 

connected while each D^wis only doubly connected. 

Example 6. 

If D/rv s 1 ^ 2-# 7 - £ J » then 

X = \ : lal < i} . 
V 

Example 7» 

If - \t \ **■ .1 j 2 f £ j . then 

K ~ V*', I J * J v^he-ra 9 « Ojl,'-' "W-i ^ 

Example 8. 

If 0/v\“ I*' !2rT4- S-n J. Where is the ht* 

tern in the sequence % '} l~ z j I ~ $ j ~ 4. j
9

 * * 

*See the proof of theorem 2.1,2 for the meaning of (r- 
and ^ Qr°H • 

><■=1 
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then V»' « = i,x, --- $ 

Thu© if thoro exists s positive ..intag©* /tt© such that 

the domains Dv*\ are simply aonnooted for all n\ > AKA then 

the kernel K is simply aonaocta&j otherwise, nothing can ho said 

about the connectivity of the K » 

tfow consider the rovorso-problem, Shat ia, knowing the 

connectivity of the kernel K what can 1© said about the 

connectivity of the domains D* • 

Theorem 2,0.8 

If the kernel K of a sequence of domains ^ is simply 

connected then there exists a sequence of simply con tie c ted domains 

[ VA% j such that D<* Is contained in D~v and the point 
^ -If* 

i- -o belongs t© D*v for all 'YK and such that D-n —> ~K. , 

Proofs 

first define the set *£>/*• . If X is the entire •*-plane 

ut Sw= l*'. <-£>, 0 <• ^ '\ . if 

EL is tho finite plane less &t least one point then by the oinplo 

Blesaann mapping theorem there exists a unique function W - fts) 

that saps ”K onto ^ vJ'. i w 1 < I ^ such that - ° 

and $ to') > o , let <j> ho the unique inverse function of 

f-  • • Stew lot S//- be the insgo of 

^ W, tW\ ^j c * } by <jf> . In either case 

S/r tK as st" f l e is simply connected since it 

is hounded by a Jordan curve, and there exists /fa > o such 
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that <
3/f0 is contained In DM. for all /n • Sot 

OO 

rT„ ■= s up /t- where Sw' is contained ia T DK • 
K»/T 

Hcttco rTv •>. /To T-o and /*“«* f 1 . How taka 

Q* •=. S ~ S./VN vhero €. M ♦ 0 and £. A* <■ 

for all /rt » Sbas DM is a oicply connected domain containing 

the point 2r =o , Since - £-M t tbo doaalns Dn f K 

and therefore D* —* K • 

fhoorem 3.2.3 

Jf the connectivity of the kernel 33L of a sentience of 

detains lP^l, is-p- and If DM—*3£ , then there ©riots a 

positive Integer /fit, such that the connectivity of DM. la greater 

thsm or equal to for /v\>/*0. 

Proof: 

1st \ 5j bo the disjoint eontinua or isolated 

points that mke up the frontier of ^ on the ■fc-sphsro, fhen for 

each K let RK ho the image of on the •» -plans, fhare 

oxiot Jf- disjoint Jordan curves la BT such that 3"p 

contains only cas set R in its exterior and all other seta R in 

Its interior and such that ?K; • • ' j f--l contains 

only one set R in Its interior and all other sets R in its 

exterior, Selahel the sots R such that R p is the set R in the 

exterior of Sp and R* is the cot R in the Interior of 

JTK j "s f-i • jp- 
Since Zt CTH is a compact set contained in K thoro 

Kr» 
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exists sa integer S such that 5 K is contained in 

D/v^ for all A\ > N * Bow renumber the domino 

DWm ;V i.." ‘ thusly D* j DVJ 
1,1 

Xn the interior of 3"K * -^K *hor® c - ^ - f “• there in 

a frontier point of the domain©. D<*v for all /v\ or el as 
f i °o 

there are infinitely many domino D^. say | 0A%^ r that have 
* v ^Cl 

no frontier points in XK and hence XK is contained in 

if 0/w^ „ Sine® OM —* T5 the eubso^ueneo }f 

mast have the same kernel £ j hut this is impossible if each 

has no frontier points • in IK • Analogously there is a frontier 

point of iha donains. D-w in E p for all w ^ MF where 

EFp is th© exterior of Jp • 

For all ^ ? M = wi«.x (wK) there arc p>- distinct 

frontier palate of } * ■ • J ‘2-^p ouch 

that belong© to for K a • j * • » ,f>--/ and 2*p 

belongs to E p „ For all /y\ ? M = WAX C-n^ thoro are -w- 
ts- K*|v 1 

distinct frontier points of D*. • • •< 2=,*,p smeh that 2^K 

belongs to for ft * I » • • } >jo--l and belongs to 

ip * So two of the points ^ AK J K - \j MI J belong 

to the same component of the frontier of D-s einco any two of 

them are operated by one of the Jordan curves J * - l» *" > 4*- 

in T)^. fhorofor© the connectivity of is greater than or 

©auhi to for /M > M . 

It should be noted that the condition that 0^ —* ST is 
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necessary for Crumple 17) shows th&t the connectivity of the karnel 

K stsy ho greater than domains D^. when 0*\ -/-*■ ~f£ , 

Furthermore« if it is known that ouch of the domains is simply 

connected^ then by this tfeooren tbs kernel K suet be aimply 

connected, la this ease the assumption that P * —+ K. is '■ 

unnecessary my'to* seer, by Sheerest 2, 2,1a 

'2,3 t&Pfios Sequono©# of Han© Homim 

fhe purpose of defining tbs kernel of a sequence of plane 

de®ssins-and of defining tbs oonvcrgonc© of the domino to that* 

himi my be seen in the following' mppit® thewem, In the dis¬ 

cussion of this theorems it will be convenient to say that a sequence 

of functions \ 17 defined on a domain X) converge 

aufroalforaly in 0 if this sequence of functions converge uniformly 

on any eospoct subsot of 0 * fho aubunifora convergence of a 

sequence ^ ?•/*(£) \ ( to a function $ will be denoted by 

■U© »* m . 
theorem 2,3*?^ ■ 

%&b. \A*r and !.£>•* 1, be sequences of plane domino 

in the finite 2-and respectively r.uch that /l*,nsd 5-v 

contain the points a »o and ^respectively for all /*\ and:such 

*> 

‘"For the origins! references see (1) and (3) in the biblio¬ 
graphy. 
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that A is tha kernel of iM, and B is the kernel of 

* Furthermore# let LVAV*^}( ' tie a sequence of 

functions such that = o , = I t $ M & 

Is regular in A*\ # anti IA^ saps A^ echliehtly onto 

for all B^, Also let * A * Shea 

in A- if^and only ifj 6^—>B . FUrtheraore, if 

then saps A schlichtly onto 8 such that ^to)-55-® 

and ~ I . 

Proofs 

llotico in the outset that if A consists of Just the point 

t = o and in /}. For any £ ?»o the 

dish ^ ^ ^5 contains points in /ta for 

sines A /v\. —» A . If BA\ contains the disk 

^ W : IW l <■ } # then hy the Koch© one**fourth theorem* A+ 

contains the disk \.2'* ^ ^ . Shus <& £. 

for r\ >/»*#(£). fhorefore %**■ > ° and hence 

B AS. —^ B> where £ consists of the single iv®** time 

A is napped onto B since ^&)-o 

Suppose now that B**\. ^ 8 and that A is a domain. 

For any compact set F~ that is contained in. A there exists 

a positive constant A) such that If <S(?) is regular and 

schlicht in A with the normalisation 6r&) ~ 
6 and 

G/toV — I # then 1 ^G*) l N\ for any point 2- 
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belonging to F 3. Hone© the set of functions ^.n 

are uniformly bounded on eny compact set in A . 

A well known theorem of normal families states that If 

\ ^ *. \* X® & eequenoo of regular functions in a domain 

0 and if tha not of functions h »c is uniformly 

bounded on each coapaot sat in D . than there exists a subsequence 

of functions \ Stt®h that %'*i in D « 
Kenco fmn tho set of functions \ it is possible 

to choose & subsequence such that 

in A , it follows fren the Kelorstraso double series theorem 

that £ Ijr) is regular in A and also ^ '^i (?) in A . 

Hens© §IS) = o and -$'(©) = ) , Denote this subsequence 
-s Ob 

^ again by ^ 4 and the correspond* 

Ing fsubnoquonces of domains by and * 2b® 

kernel® of these subsequences remain the ®&m as for ih© original 

sequence of. domains since A —* A and —> B » 

fho Uniting function of a sequence of echliebt fuactiona which 

converge auburtlformiy in a certain domain* in this case A # ■ it* a- 

schlicht function or s constant. Shat is, in .this cane since 

$ lt?\ =£ O t $■&) would be a schlicht function. Shis cun be 

soon as follows. Suppose there exist two distinct -points 2, and 

it A such, that •? fei) = $(?*■) • fhm $(£) ~ $fei) 

%his result is due to Koebe, See Oh.flll of (S) in the 
bibliography. 
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has a mTo at both and , By Huritfitg*e tbooreu tbsr© 

exists 16>* such that given €. *? e and €.«.£* « 

$ (£ il h&® one sere within £_ of both ^, and 

3. i, for all A •? /M, , fhis is iapossibXe since each 

function SMG?' is sshlicht in A „ Shersfore, ^ttS asps A 

ochlichfcly onto a domain 8*« 

Take VU 0^^ to b© the inverse function of 4/*. (j£> 0 

Shea ^ ** VM(W^ Is regular in B^aai raps B*\ achliehbly 

onto Also tfs*. - 4>) " ' « Sines the sequence 

of function HasoY; has the same properties as the ■ 

original sequencs© of functions \ ^(?) ^ it is possible to 

oomslud© that there exists a sabsof&oae© of functions \ 
such that (M/) yiyt) in 6 « Also dtO is 

regular ia B * if (p) - o , (|V) ^ 6V) t &&& 

^ (e'i - { 6 SsHOta (w)]( by ^ */•* and tha 

eorrooponllssg subsequence® by ^ 4* »C MT j and 

l^^IT • Hero also maps B cchlieMIy onto a 

dosmia /I4, 

It will first be shewn that B ©at A are respectively 

contained in B .and A * for ©iigr given point in A tM point 

Wt> = 4^*) belong© to B*. ®here exist* na /f"> o such 

that the fessge of C L^c^/O to contained ia f$* * let 

ba th© image of 4*%£) . By the Koob© ©ne~fearth 

theorem KM/r contains the. dish i W ' *lV_ ^ 
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Sines ^ M, L2r<>) —> We and (."Z-a); 
—tei>)= others 

exists an integer Mo such that (>©) - Wd) I ^* (*•©)! 

and contains \ \V ! I W - (Jfco)) <• ^ )$<£»))jfQy . 

Sherefore \yi\ |w-W©| <- ^ I f 0&*)ljbelongs to for all 

✓n . If P is a continuous arc, in A leading fro® *»oto 

2r « , then its image V by, $■ leads fros W »o to W« Wa . 

She arc V is compact and hence is contained in a finite number 

of open disks like the one that covers W* and belongs to all 

B<v\ fro® a certain fixed integer on. fherefore^V is contained 

in a domain that contains the point VA/-=o and it is cont ained in 

all from a certain point on. fhus W© belongs to 3 • 

Hence B is contained in 6 and similarly /J is contained in 

A . 
How show that ^ ^e) = £* . She inverse functions 

are regular and schlicht and sap onto C. . From 

the above argument is mapped into for all 

/v\ *> ✓w * .. Since /V" can be taken arbitrarily small it 

follows that l»*v\ *A*v^ W©) = Sd and hence $ (Wo) = . 
At —>00 

Similarly if ^ (-Wo) then f&o) = W0 . 

From this it will follow that 6 and A are contained in B* 

and ^ respectively. For let ,W/» belong to B then 

()A^©) - 4c # where is contained in /l* which is 

contained in A « but = Wo belongs to . fhere- 

for§, ft is contained in ft^and similarly A is contained in /I*. 
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Ke-aee & = B+ and A- A* „ 

Wote «t this point that A being & domin Itaglies that 8 

is a domain and that- gives the Gchllehb mg of ^ 

onto B « 

If the original cesaence of functions does not converge 

oubunifornly in A then it is possible to obtain by proper choice 

of tha subsequences two different limiting functions w- £,(f} 

R»4 VV =• V mtik that both give a afehlicht sap of /4 

onto So 

■F.S-V- C(M*)) where ^1 i» the unique inverse 

function of \ . therefore* F,te) would sag A oefeltchtty 

onto itself* flow F,tf)=o and F/<o) = | hence 

Fj(?^ » z- + JU. ** ■+ • • i where =£ o . .Again 

pa^ - F, (F,Ct)) - v- + a^U.Z'Vi naps /I cschllehfcly onto A end 

=o , F/fo) ®T • ■ la general, 
= F, ( FRH t>)) = z •+« i, , -aaps /V achlichtly onto 

^ and Fk(?)=6 J ^^=1 , 

let R>o be such that | b’. fz-I <f?] ls contained in A „ 

then *whea \2.1 < $? j Hone©, in particular* 

if l=2r\ = * | f^(£) I £ a f? * % Cauchy8a Inequality 
.*.+ 1 

|K i for all /< » fMe is tepos&iblo and hence 

( C2r) = £,.(£) . therefore, cc-nvorgoo msbunifos%ly Its 

h ' 
this result ir» due to Koebe, See Ch. VISI of (6) In the 
bibliography. 
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in A to . fi1ie motivation for this typo ef proof at this 

point is duo to tbo f&ot that A is not necessarily aleply con¬ 

nected, 

if A consists of just fcho point *-»© <md &-w —> & 

wbo.ro ft is a domain# then start with tha functions &. -&ml 

the doaains 6* and ahm that A east he a donate la the cans 

sanner that 8 mu shown to bo a donate before, therefore* B 

must be 4U3t tbo point W = o and hence $ *(fi') > 

in A- 
_ _ oO 

Suppose now that the serums© of donates does 

not converge to 8 * but V* &) h$\ in A , Since 

BAV "/"* B there exist two subsequences of IB >1^ 

that have distinct kernels* B* and 8** where 6* ^ 8** «. 

The correi^jondiBg subsafuencos of functions to# the easts limiting 

function which is regular in A . ^Therefore# 8* = 8 * * and 

bone© B*v —> B , 

notice that nothing ms inferred about the connectivity' of 

A or the sets A ^ , However* the functions and 

will mp A^and A respectively onto something that io 

topologically equivalento Eenco the connectivity of A -v\ will bo 

equal to the connectivity of 8 ^ and the connectivity of A will 

bo equal to the connectivity of 8 0 
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MEsms mm smmm®' of nmms mmmm 

Consider on unbranchsA Sierann surface, *8 over ft ho 

w- plan© containing a point & over the point w-o ouch that 

contains a saoofth disk over |W j <• ^ with W- o 

corresponding to ^ » Such & surface will be referred to as on 

A - surface, fh© surface 5 and Its corresponding point & 

over \V-o «ill he denoted by (.%)&■) . 

let ^)| and M o_b© two sets over the w-plane that contain 

tho points P, and respectively, If there ©risfts a heeeo- 

Korphlsa between W t and /VI x that leaven \V invariant and ouch 

that P, <-> Pa. , then M*. is said to be a vertical 

hosaeoaorph of Mi with Pi <= > P». • It will be con¬ 

venient at tines to denote a vortical kesaoaorph of A1t by 

LM.1 and the particular htmeossorph of /VI $ ouch that 

p, Pa. v» y t w 1 pj 

3.1 SabeddaMlity 

Before defining a Irorael of a sequence of S- surfaces it will 

be helpful later to first consider the Question of oabeddlng one 

£ - surface in another, 

Definition 3.1,1 

lot 0.) and U»,eo be two ^-surfaces over 

the w-plone, She surface ( £, 0,) is efabsddablo in 

0 with ■<?, if, and only if, there 

aa 
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exists & subsurface ( of 'W* t &) «i0 t»ll0 

vertical bamomtph of ( -21 j such that 0, «—^ 0fx « 

necessary and sufficient conditions that (i, ; O',) can ho 

embedded in ( •$?.} O',,) with O’, •*■ >&%. are g iven in the 

following theorem, 

Ehaorcia 3*1°£ 

fho surface ( -E v, 0, ^ is embeddable in the 

-3- surface , &a) with 6", <—>#,. if, and only if, 

1. let Q be any point of and T, = 6 efc*l} 

bo ary continuous arc in -S, such that G-,($ - O, and 

Gritl) = Q, . then there opiate a continuous arc 

= 0 - I \ in %z, ouch that 

Grj. (£) r &x „ Ga.0) = Qa. # and such that Gi<fc) 

'• end Gafr^ both lie over the ease point of the 

W-plans for all / , 

2, lot f*, and Y| ho any two given continuous arcs la 

and lot l~^ and Yi_ be the continuous arcs la that 

correspond respectively .in the manner of (1), fhsn /] and 

Yt loud from 0| to the crime point Q\ in If, and only 

if, f\ and Yj. lead from $3, to the ease point 

■&X. 

5!iio eabeMins of ( j Cft) in (-So., &0 with 

dl * > 0* io unique. 
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Proof* 

Suppose that ( 0\) is onbeddahle in 

••'itb O'i < ^ 0^. * ffhen there exists a function 

4* which j»apa ( «$, j 0,) onto a subsurface» > 0X) 

of #».) such that $i'j la the vortical 

hosQonorph of (J, ^ P() by 4 with P, Pi. «, 

Hence t (s-.(t)) for o s-fc * | give© a continuous 

are In ^ ouch that 4(&,(6^) = &%, * 4 C GjO'O = Q^_ , 

and such that 1(6,^ and Or, l& both lie over 

tba-saae point of the \*/~ plane for all t} <JS 4 s| , 

Ut Y, =^rti-H,tfc) , o-c -t < \ ^ bo any other con¬ 

tinuous are in }8% ouch that. H i (£?) - $i • If 

ft- (j) - Q N , then the corresponding contimett© arc 
/■\ ~y(" 

Vj. given by ^(H|(t)) for d^-t± / Hoc in ^ 

and loads'fro© to since 4CH,(D) ■=s4(<$0 ~ QT, * 

Sf l+j tf) Q | then 4 CH.(j/) ^ sines 

4 ■ (QO -$i ^here 4 Is the unities ■ inverse -.■of 4 • 

S&pS&se new W 0 d) «a* (X 0*) Satisfy (1) 

and {2)» Kane© thorn is a ons-to-ans correspondence between the 

points of $\' and a subset, /*? of ouch that corresponding 

points-Ho over the ssise point of the W-piano* lot 4 be the 

function that naps aS, onto /l<1 according to tills correspondence, 

in particular, 4 /) = ® z. , for if the continuous arc In 

St consists of just the .single point Cf^ , then the 



corresponding: ere in Jb would also consist of ,1uofc the single 

point &-x » 

hot (3f, in and in M he ouch that ^(<S|)=QV» 

and let % LQ^ mi V £<?*) be arbitral neighborhoods of (5, and 

Q-u. in and respectively. Fiirtlnorsore# let U w and Vw 

he the points of the W-plane which lie under and 

VC$0 respectively. Sov iet ho the neighborhood of 

$, in that lies over ^ Wvj ’l/*/ which is aon-vold. 

If P«* = \ /\ -/U’t) ; ^ ^l] is a continuous ere in £ t 

leading from #i to Q * and f} **= ^8 = 6^ , ° ^ * - 1^- is 

a continuous ere in leading fren Qv to Kt » an 

arbitrary point in "3-( <?,) * then 

r, = ( 
is a continuous arc in , leading from (5, to Jt>, , By (l) 

there exists the corresponding continuous fire 

fa = ^ c*. ■= (!*.(£) ^ Cf i" — ) | in that corresponds to 

/"*, • How Ca&) - $-2. and CJafc) for £<\ ilea 

over \j- w which is contained in VvV , Therefore; C-^fc) for 

•4. b * i 1 lies in V (<3a) « 

Therefore ^ gives a continuous sap of , onto A) . In 

a similar manner it can now be shown that $ * is also continuous. 

Hence M is & subsurface of (r^c.y Q-) that is the vertical hoaeo- 

sorph of ouch that Cfx ■<?—“•* Cf^ . 

fho embedding of (& < . &,) in (/S % t ^a.) with 

c, &) = \ } 



& i < * $1- is unique sines by {!) there is a unique 

point in z^-2. corresponding to each point of * 

3.2 Seflaltioa, Existence, and Convergence 
b cO 

Lot WJL <?JS, denote & sequence of J- surfaces 
^ * A 

ouch that for sses positive masher ^ W ; / ^1 *y° } ] ^ 

is contained in for all /W . Henceforth U5-, A.)}“ 

will always denote such a sequence of surfaces. 

3*3finitIon 3.2*1 

ffea i- surface , (*,x) is a kernel of \ <W]“ 

if, and only if, (ft,*) is a aaxteij. $- surface such that 

1. Thu mb [_^ WJ ’ iVl/f <(° \ \Q in contained la 7i , 

2, Any sab surface ("K, JS") of (*, Z) such that ^cr^f 

is ccspact can bo embedded in (S^\, ^*0 vibh 

for all /H Mat0?) , 

It will h© convenient to say that a surface 6S; S’) satis¬ 

fies condition /f if it satisfies (2) end if it satisfies (1) 

with /o replaced by /f"?o where rt taay b® less than* 

Theorem'3,8,2 . 

Shore is at least one kernel, ? S) of a sequence of 

surfaces ^ ( 2^t #*)}, 

Proofs 

) OO 
* 

Sine® the sot of all open disks of the W-plaao 

\<L(x+i^ /*0} where X, and are rational nu&bers 

is countable, these open disks can be arranged in a sequences 
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r * r * * * G* , G* , C3 , 

In particular, C* can too chosen to b® C (°,/r) whora 

/T| in rational and less thaa^ * Sow rearrange this 

aa«u©nco as follows) 

/»•* . c * r * c*’ w j ui , c-*- , , '-*■, '-a ; 

time each open disk occurs infinitely many times. 

Relabel this last sequence thus* 
Gi > G*. , Gs, " ' 

Sow fora the sequence of J?- surfaces* as follows: 

lot 3, b® » vertical 'bomeoeorph of C, and let IT - be the point 

of ^ ( ovsr vV-o * fhen "^-1 satisfies A° . hot toe 

with as ciany distinct disks X. at tasked to ^ £-» as possible 

such that A is natiefied# 

In order for a disk to be attached to ^ t*-j , part 

of the surface "3 ^ must lie over ti • If a sheet of x? £-, is 

nehlieht and unbordered over Cd then there is no h&*ra in under¬ 

standing that a disk Lei] Cannot toe attached to this sheet 

since it would add nothing to the surface 3 i-( anyway. ' If a 

part of 3i-/ over C; is & domain 0 th&t is not schlicht# then 

m disk Lcil cannot toe attached to D without collapsing: D • 

However# this would spell the property that the surface 

satisfies h ° „ 

fhe part of ^t-i over Ci consists of at tatmi o finite 

number of disjoint domains# for, suppose the part of <?£-| over 



CL consisted of infinitely many disjoint dofsains, tfhcn for 

some i-o ; i t0 S i infinitely laany disks L^’ol mm 

attached to 'rh'0-l ° % repeating this argument at eost 

L tissos it would follow that infinitely. n&ny disks jjC,. j 

were attached to ^. dhls was not possible since Ct = C^. 

and hence ^ is sehlieht over C^, . 

let D j ; D*.; « • » , P/y be the disjoint dosains 

of over CL that' &*©' both sehliekt and bordered <jv®r 

Ci • Since ^c-i mUofioo h°) Dj ) ^ .= i % ^ . ..^ ft 

has an teage* ia <&*. for all /t\ /v\0 • let 

be the domain of over Ci that contains D • . 
“V 

A disk |Ci] cmn be attached to D^e each that ^L-I plt&s 

this aitachuent satisfies A* if, and only if, is 

sohlicht cad anbordered from a certain positive integer on, 

I'arthsnser©,. if from a certain positive integer on, the donate 

0 is contained .la 0 where jt #= j6 and- 

is schlicht and unborderod then a disk ]_Ci\ can 

be attached to Dj, such that L-i plus this attachment 

A * D ^ ^ 3 satisfies n since o ^j, — frera «, certain positive 

integer on. However, the disk td attached to Qj© 

nust be the BS»O disk LCG;, attached to Dj v since 

in the osabedding O-Oj, and LC:1^( cust together toe 

vertically hcsiecmorphic to a sehlicht domain S,ij0 in . 

therefore* since tho ait&ohssab of the disks la unique 
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tils ourfac© i is uniquely obtained after & finite number 

o* attachments, 

notice one thins sore in. regard to the attachment of a 

dink Lee] to 0^ } 4 = \j a., * ’' ^ • If there are 

point a of Dje ever points of Dd1 » than a disk L^O 

cannot he attached to both ^‘0 and Od*, • 
C0 

hot 3L * Then ^ is an if- surface and 
C - I 

3 £ t 5 * Furtheraoro# sines 3L is unique then 

3 Is unique# (!*©.» "3 is unique emso the sequence \ Cj ^ 

is specified), If BT) is ni^r oabaurfac© of CPf^) 

such that is compact and contained in L?<, S') # than 

in covered % a finite number of surfaces ^ . Since Jtf''} 

there exists an integer 2* such that (R) contains 71* 

However* ^i, satisfies /)** and hence H.) can he tanka diled 

in $*0 with 23 < ^ <5>A for all /JA > WoL’*!-) • 

Therefore# ^ satisfies /T # 

oppose that K) is an •$- surface that contains 

(3; *:) properly anti satisfies /)a • Hence the surface 

((ft, S') is mde- up of the same disks [£<:] that wont 

into the forming of plus some additional disk© . 

Since (ft is connected, at least one of the additional disks 

frii t any has points in conson with ^ and 

(?\ -~ 3 , Then sine© <} # £ Ci:d 1* has points 

In common with all for a > t, , Sack disk Cu occurs 
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infinitely often in the ssauaneo • Hence there 

exists L% > i , such that = CL, • Therefore* 

£CcJ* can he attached to ^ , ouch that ^ix-1 
with this attachment satisfies f\°» ®»io is a contradiction 

since is not contained in 3- . therefore, (>? Kj 

is a saxitaal surface satisfying /)d « 
"S 

low it will he shown that w* Jwl ^ Z3 }J<) is contained 

in ^ and hence (; "K. is a kernel of , <3M )] e hot 

(fi*, ^ 1 ha [ 5. W-JWI <£/* J . Then C^g) 

with ((ft*, fO attached is an 2- surface that satisfies A° 

olaco ^ \V ’, ) W | < ^ J ^ is contained ia (iL* ^ 

for all /h , However* QJ S.) is a isasioal ^-surface 

satisfying yf0. Hence 8T) is contained ia (j?, ST) • 

fho fact that a oeqp&noo of surfaces ^ w? can ■ 

feavo sore than one kernel my bo oeea from the following examples 

ISsespl© 1* 

let (.*§«/*, ho a aehllcht disk over [W| < | and 

let ( <&%**+{ $x*+\) that part of the ftiemnn surface 

for "i «• r W - which lies over J W) < 1 with the point 

over W — removed,, Two possible Isornels are shown in 

Figure 1. Here T\ -nad • Hx are cuts in 9$, and respectively 

from the point over to a point of |W I — \ « Hones 

there are m saany kernels as there are cuts. 

The kernels of a sequence of -§- surfaces ^ 
| oO 
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depend upon the paint in for conol&ar the 

following exatspl©* 

12» 

lot and ^»M+( he the esse as In Kaanple (X) 

except that J^M+| has a point over w = - in the 

upper cheat aisalng, It _ 0 XM-H IS the point in the 

lower sheet over the point Wst » then each kernel is as 

a kernel' in Isasapio {!)# However* if JJU+I is In the 

upper sheet* then each kernel la m a kernel in fhomple (1) 

except that the point ever W - -\ is missing. 

Definition 3.S.3 
•N 

J>. sequence cf *?- surfaces \ (. -S ^ y $/w) j is 

said to converge to its kernel (9^, K) if, cmd only if, 

the aequo nee \[ has only one kernel, 

(«,i) ©ad if every subsequence of ^(-2^, ov)r 

has the sea© unique kernel (^B) . 

It will he convenient to use the symbol 

( &*)  >(ft,l£) to mean that the sequence 

\L converges to its kernel (*, S) . 

3*3 Mapping Sequences of Plane Domains onto Surfaces 

fho purpose of defining a kernel of a sequence of 

Jl ~ surfaces may he seen in the following sapping theorem, 

SJhcoreo 3.3«1 

let \ a sequence of piano domino in the 
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"2- -plans such that the disk ^ h \ \ ■< % ^ le contained 

in for all /n . Lot AM —> A • the kernel of the 

sequence ^ Lot ^ ho a sequence of 

functions such that W = ^/u.® is regular on f\ and 

m * & on A *v« Skrtfccrmro, lot w - map 

AAV onto a Biomnn surface ® ^ over the v/-plans such that 

0A = 8/w where ia & point of over the point 

W =o and such that - ) » If Q) 
in A t then (^B^y  51 (^,B^ » If ^((SU^B*)^ 

_ Q0 

Is an ^l^ *>/ - s#quesc6» ((3,*, B/n) —>(^B)t and 

[ Is a normal fanily, then ^ (s') 

in A * Skrtheraore, maps A onto (<3, B) such that 

\ti>) 5 ansi fteV-l „ 

Proofs 

Ifote first that since §A\&) ■£ 6 3.a A^ then 

(© /vx t is an unbr&nched KIe®nun surface. Pappose 

first that in A . By the 

. Weierstr&ss doable series fheoren la regular in A sad 

^ /n & ^ in A „ Bence $ ^ = V * By 

Eurwlts5o theorem Vte> #6 la A and hence ^(?r) naps 

A onto an unbranched Biesaen surface (J3> j B} over the 

W- piano such that ’$($') = B * 

Sines V<£0 = ) there exioto an >] ?s each that 

f(2-) is schlicht in \ ^ i Isl < ^ $ « Skrthenaore, 



Koeba*s one* Is sehlioht in \ 1*1 for /Y\ ?A\e, 

fourth theorem w ’. \Wl < 3® is contained in © 

and [ \ W • 1 w 1 > •?■ 5 3 ^ i« contained in <SM for old 

A' , Theroforo, (.© , 6) ia as^- surface and U®«, 6-,)r 

is an &0 Qsattencs of surface© over the 

W-plana, 

Bov v;o show that ((3^$) satisfies A6 for the sequence 

\(S„B4. ietO^B) he a subsurface of (®,« BUCll 

that ^ B) and is compact. We wish to show that 

^ b) can he embedded in all (®^j 8-n) with B-H^B 

for all /*-> Ho{y), 

By the unique inverse function £ * of $ , the act ‘’F 

naps onto a eospact arc-vise connected set F in >4 such that 

the point % -t> belongs to F , for each point * belonging 

to Pi there exists a >o such that io schlioht in 

C ^; M- , Since F is compact there exists a finite 

nussbar of points ^ i , ^/v such that 
/V 

F ^ - <2 C. C^K, /* (.»*)) , There is no ham In 

assuming that ii = c , how £.* is also arc-vise connected 

and In fact it is possible to number the points Z« for 

K = 3,3, such $ilafc CC ,/*’(**)') is arc- 

wise connected for each Z-3, 3; < » > , /V • Then -f/f\ &) is 

schlieht in C C for all (‘S’M) 

and hence there exists an /r\ such that T* (?) is schlicht 
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Ksi f&¥ all M ~?M* 
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fhs following 1B a simple coi*ollaiy to %'morm 2*3»1» let 

V Ci) ^ fee a sequence of ochlicht functions that are defined 
on a domain 1) of the a-plana, furthermore, let ‘jjfe) 

In 0 such that at a point 2-A. of £) , ^ ^ ^ and 

^'/vx _—* c£o. If ^ (i) jsajjjs t> onto then 

E.w —> E , its kernel with respect to W*\> and ar maps 

T> onto Ir , 

Thus maps CC^i , 3.^(3:,) onto a seklieht domain TA^ in 

((3,8) such that • Also 5vfe') saps 

C A^i Cs,) onto a compact region 1Ai in 24*f such that 5 be- 

longs to Tli. fhea also ^^maps CU&)y CSi)) onto a ©ehlicht 

domain Tl^ in C such that ~ •VA«.(^’> = By treating 

th© domains 24l/n ^ and "U i a» if they wore domains in th© 

W-plane it follows from the above corollary that Tl^L. —* 2A,tt\ 

and hone© 24, is contained in 24^ for allvw ? /V, >✓**. la think¬ 

ing of “U^t\ j %'f> and 24, as being in their x’ospective surfaces this 

means that % can bo embedded in 21 ,* with &n for allm>/V • 

Sn the same manner maps CC^a, 2/>te*!k)and G L*xf f> U*)) onto 

1A»\nd 24a respectively in © and also ^^mape CC^ x, 

onto TA^ia Again In the w -plane 2AI-H ■—24^ and hone a 

— ,  ..w 
TAa. <-=: ^ for all /n>/Vx, fhe points in 

*< / V* ^O) • C by cuad go into 



points 'MIA * ti** roapdotivoly. Menas 

'U, -t* 1A* can *o@ embedded in + 'U^ with 

E> * * for ^ ;"> "'AxWtjN^ CohtlcBtl&rla thlo 
N 

Banner It follows that A%6) <=-2 ‘U* ©an ha embedded 

In 2 *Un/jy c—— ^ 4 "*B^s.. for &11 
K-1 

/v\ > no <*x l/VK) *, therefore, (®. B) satisfies A c 
J iki N 

hot ^ B*) he any J - surface'that satisfies for 

the sequence $.(<3*, B /r> >r • Sow show that (Q* 8*^) is eon* 

tallied in (GJj B) with 8** ^8 « hat B*) b© 

any subsurface of (® *_> B*) such that ^ (©* B*) 

and is compact* it is sufficient to show that (^ * j 8*J can 

bo embedded in (<B.; B) with B* *—> B> since ((B^B-^) 

■ tfm be exhausted by a sequence of ouch surfaces* 

hot W® bo tho point of the w-plane under the point Q 

where Q. in any point of “¥* » Sines ( ® *, B*) is an j*- aur* 

fan® there exists a <T° (<5) for each point 6} of <T?*sucb 

that £\W; |w-w*l c <T6 CQV|J is coataisad in B* » hot 6 
(T IQ) - rr\<\x (T0 (Q) # Since is compact 

Hem© contained in E* £ * is contained in (8*. 

Since .(©*, B*) satisfies there erlcte a subsurface of 

(£*, H.) such that C<e:,8 

for all /vi >/y\^ , 

hot ^n, (.80 be the unique infers® function of ^ &) 
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that ssaiss (0)*^ B-K) onto Avouch that (%>«)•= t> mi, 

1$/* ( B/O - \ . » liars Bn is imd to the -genes*! 

point ®£ (<3*,8M), Rotfee f&rtfror tbsft ■ ^(Rn) in 

regalor m3. ®«hiisht ett' ((3*^ 8**) , Sire© 

[(**, 1B* = U* J $*) ©ay &11 be thought 

of as feeing dsflnM on (£*, ft*). ffesm In 

(£.*; 8*) slue© ^/w in A » hot A^ be tfe# 

imgo of L**j 8*) by « fUe*ejfor&* A^i ^ 

aM the kerns!* A of ^A^v j(io ecatalnoi in J\ . By a 

proof ofeUmr to that of fhmmrn it follows" ihnfc 

^ ~~*‘ AO
,
I </*(?) £* eats- AL . hot F*fe© 

the' of Y W $ * then sinoe -V <£- £* ®»4 is 

ooppast F * ^ ^ & n»4 is eeagsefc. 2hesre£o?«t* F* is 

Gsmtssine! proimriy in A * 

4s fe S&eoress t»3*l* if ^ (P*) = 30 „ 

V ^*>V * P* ., ion®# B* =8 ®M 
( V,®*) (, (B B) 7 ft 

ssm@ ^ IGU, B*0has a uaiqtt© frame! (<3,W . 

Sine® for any subsequence, iw^J,««* \^^Tt * 

^/*v{, * it folium ftm what bee 4**»t been proved 

that i®>, B is tho unions kernel of j 8^) } 

and basso C^**; >(^8) # 

Sow oupposs that is 

| ($ /^j CU)],-aaouesace of <?- smrfooso over the 
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-plane ouch that S'**) —*(©,8), furthermore# 

suppose that the set of functions constitutea 

a normal family. tea It la possible to find a subsoquemce 

of functions each that 4**{, 

in f\ • % using sow the first part of this proof it follows 

that 4(£) nape A onto the particular Bionaan surface over 

the W-plaaa to which tho subsequence of surfaces 

\1®MC ) B/ni")' ^ converges. However* 

(fi/ni } B") sine® (.©,*>'?U) >(®/8} 

and lienee 4fe) * "&> and V<&Y •= 1 • 

St remiss only to ehew that 4.*fe) -*-* 4fe^ in /) • 

Sf $ A\ & ^ 4fe) In A t then it is possible to 

choose two subsequences out of the original sequence of 

functions *hat bare different limiting 

functions w®4*©V and W » such that both $,(£) 

and 4*1?) give a map of A onto (® t B) with 

4,k'> * $* U) * 8 ^ $',<£) - 4^(6) * I . tot 

F, te) - 4a, V4»fe) ) where 4*. is the inverse 

function of 4^. • Hence Fife) naps A aehliohtly onto itself 
such that F, to) -o and F,y(P) = | , low by the saao 

argument that van used in theorem 2,3*1# 4,^V = 4,.(?) - , 

terefor®, 4/K® 4-(£) la A, 

fhe following ©sample demonstrates the need of tha 

added assumption that £ 4**^]^ constitutes a norm! 
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family* 

Isssgl© 3* 

let /U be the i - plana less the paint 2 = -J for ail 

A\ ana let . then A = /L*,a»d 

^ -Vw 4 * Also ^ /H (?) 4= h is 4 and ^/*\ (P) — ) , 

*ho surface (GU, B^Vio an /w -ahooted surface over the 

W - plane with a branch point of order /w -1 over w = J- . 

lUrthensore, ^ , B^,)  > ((B, B) « tho leg-surface,, 
tk.. - ' 

Hew notice that ; T>,&) '-*-*■ la an? neighborhood of 

the point i=o * However* with the requireiaeab that 

\ he a nowil fcuatly this enanple would ho 

ruled out* 
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